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Abstract

This study continues the exammat:on of a variety of strategies an mdwidual may conmder or adopt m
response to congestmn It finds further evidence that mdwaduals tend to progress from lower-cost, short-
term strategies to higher-cost, longer-term ones as dassatlsfaction persists or recurs There is also a weaker
tendency to cycle back to lower-cost strategies, although generally just one tier lower than a prevxously
adopted strategy Binary log:t models of the consideration of each of 15 congestion-response strategies were
estimated, as a function of work-, famdy-, Ielsure-, and travel-related attitudes, among other explanatory
variables p2 goodness-of-fit measures for these models ranged from i6 to 75 Analysis of the contnbut:on
of commute-related variables to the conslderatmn of each strategy found that contribution to be s~gmficant
m fewer than half of the cases (seven out of l 5 strategies) With only one exceptmn, the strategies for which
commute variables were s:gmficant feI1 into the h:gher-cost t:ers Commute varmbles never contributed
more than 11% of a model’s explanatory power, and generally much less While other explanatory vanables
may also be significant for tI ansportatmn-related reasons, It :s clear that mdwlduals adopt and consider the
strategies studied here for many reasons other than congestmn rehef Further, the transportation-related
reasons for cons:derlng these strategies may be intertwined in complex ways w~th non-transportation
reasons One implication of these findings is that pohcles des:gned to change transportation behavior may
be less powerful than expected, because reactions are filtered through a variety of other motwations and
constraints An improved understanding of the response to these pohcles must acknowledge and mcor-
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1. Introduction

Congestion is a major source of discontent for urban and suburban dwellers, as well as for city
officaats concerned with economic viability and the quality of the environment Both residents and
governments are constantly seeking strategies to cope with congestion and ItS consequences
However, congestion is a phenomenon in whmh the discrepancy between private and social costs
often results in a "pohcy impasse" Many of the policy measures designed to curb congestion are
not very effective, more promising policies are polmcalIy onerous, and users’ behavioral responses
are obviously motivated by personal interests and not by social objectives (e g, Baldassare, 1991,
Tertoolen, Van Krevetd, & Verstraten, 1998, Vlek & Steg, 1996)

The gap between the assumptions underlying much of the pohcy-makmg in this area and the
behavioral response to growing levels of congestion and to policy signals warrants a study of Its
Implications for future policy-making When facing a restrictive environment, namely policies that
Infringe on personal preference, Individuals seem to Innovate in wa?s that evade the intended
policy response This stands in contrast to situations m which supply-side pohcIes that tend to
expand the range of possibilities are offered

Salomon and Mokhtanan (1997) have addressed several issues related to this gap First, the
choice set, namely the range of possible responses seen by the Individual, as very different from
that perceived by the pohcy maker The result is often that, when a new service is introduced, and
policy makers expect it to be the likely choice of car users, there is limited response m the "de-
sired" direction What is viewed by pohcy-makers as a significant contribution to the set of
possible solutions to the problem may be perceived by users as an addmon of one option to an
already wide range of potential responses Thus, users demonstrate much less excitement about
new rail services than do their leaders, who have invested major capital spending in such devel-
opments Moreover, In responding to increasing congestion, each of the possible strategies con-
sidered or adopted by the Individual is likely to Impose some costs on others, whether household
members or the community Thus, the distributional effects of responses to congestion not only
affect the considerations of the individual (which hence are different than the narrow perspective
of the policy-makers), but may also have different social costs which are often overlooked

The dynamic nature of the individual’s process of coping with congestion must also be un-
derstood in order to formulate policies that are likely to attain congestion reduction Individuals
may engage in an lteram, e process an which they adopt a strategy that provides some benefits for a
time, but those benefits are exhausted as congestion Increases. Then, the individual must search
for some other measures, given that some have already been used The time elapsed between the
adoption of strategies depends, among other things, on the type of measures previously adopted
and the individual’s dissatisfaction associated with changes in the traffic environment

Salomon and Mokhtarlan (1997) Identified a variety of possible responses to congestion, 
viewed from the Individual’s perspective In Mokhtanan, Raney, and Salomon (1997), empmcal
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data on individuals’ adoption or consideration of a similar hst of potential coping strategies were
analyzed Using these data, the coping strategies were grouped into tiers using two &fferent
methods The first method was based on the rank-ordering of the strategies across the sample m
terms of frequency of adopuon and consideration This method identified three tiers, where the
first t~er includes responses that essentially maintain the amount of current travel, the second t~er
includes responses that reduce the amount of travel, and the thxrd tier consists of major location
and hfe-style changes These tiers recur successively higher costs when both expenses and trans-
actmn costs are considered, as well as costs transferred to others

The second method used factor analysis to group strategies by conceptual similarity (as per-
celved by the respondents) This method xdentafied the six uers shown m Table 1, which is the
structure used m the analysis to follow (the letter associated with each strategy mdlcates the
sequence and label of that response m the original survey) This structure also demonstrates
successively higher costs and longer time frames of adoptaon m mowng to higher-numbered tiers

In terms of the tier structure shown m TabIe 1 (as well as for the alternat~ve three-tier struc-
ture), Mokhtarmn et al (1997) have demonstrated that the tiers tend to be adopted m a hierar-
chical order, with lower-order tier measures being adopted first and higher-order tier measures
tending to be adopted only after lower tiers have been Also, demographic variations in the

Table 1
Six-tier structure and description of coping strategiesa

2 Departure time

3 Work schedule change

4 Remote work

Tier descnpuon Strategxes Costb Term

1 Auto improvement A Buy a car stereo s?stem Low Short
B Acqmre a cellular phone
C Buy/lease a better car

E Change wol k trip departure time to avoid
congestion

J Adopt flextlme
K Adopt compressed work week

M Buy a home computer to be used for work
N Bu), other equipment/services to help me
work from home
O Telecommute from home
P TeIecommute from a local work center

5 Relocatmn Q Change to a new job closer to my current High Long
residence
S Move my home closer to the job I have now

T Work part-time instead of full-t~me
V Start/enhance a home-based business
W Retire or stop working by chome

6 Work/hfestyle change

Low-moderate Short

Moderate Shot t

Moderate-high Medium

High Long

~Source Mokhtarmn et al (1997)
b,0Cost,, refers not just to the monetary cost but to the total impact on the individual and the household Thus, for

example, although a home computer is much less expensive monetarily than even the incremental cost of a new car,
using the home computer for work entails a more substantml intrusion on the household’s hfestyle
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dlsmbutlon of costs were identified, with (among other findings) women disproportionately
adopting most strategies, but especially the more costly ones

The current paper presents further empmcaI analysis following Mokhtanan et al (1997) and
based on the conceptual dlscusslon offered by Salomon and Mokhtarlan (1997) The purpose 
the present study IS threefold Farst, we wish to explore further the dynamics of the relationships
between the adoption and conslderatxon of strategies Specifically, we examine the role that
previous adoptaon of some strategies plays in the conslderatmn of others, by estimating models of
considerataon of each taer, having the adoption of other tiers as explanatory varmbles

A second purpose is to develop behavioral models for the consaderatlon of each strategy an
turn, and examine any patterns that emerge across models We use "consaderatlon" rather than
adoption of a strategy as the dependent variable because of the cross-sectaonal nature of the
available data As described further in Sectaon 2, the survey used in thls study obtained data on
mdlwduals’ past adoptaon of strategies, current consideration of strategies, and the presence of
motlvatmns, constraints, and other varaabIes expected to affect congestion response behavmr
However, current measures of motavatIons and constraants are not approprmte predictors of past
adoption various factors are hkely to have changed either directly as a consequence of adoption
(I just moved to a house across the street from work, so I no longer have an incentive to reduce my
commute), or independently smce the adoption due to other circumstances Thus, using current
moUvat~ons and constraints to explain past adoption could e~ther mapproprmtely reverse the roles
of cause and effect, or offer httle explanatory power It ts reasonable, however, to expect current
motivations and constraints to help explain the likelihood of constdermg the adoption of various
strategaes

The third purpose of this paper is to explore the extent to which congestion contr%utes to the
consIderataon of various coping strategaes As we have noted elsewhere (MokhtarIan & Salomon,
1994), there are many reasons other than transportataon-related ones to consader strategies such as
adopting flcxtlme or telecommutIng (although all of the strategaes studied here have transporta-
tion consequences) Hence, it is Important to understand the role transportation conslderataons
play an the individual’s decision-making process To do this, we analyze the explanatory, power of
transportation-related variables an the models of consaderation we develop

A number of authors (e g, Cervero, 1987-88, Gmhano & Small, 1995, Humphrey, 1990) have
discussed a slate of options for dealing with congestaon from the public pohcymaker’s perspective
Many others have analyzed one or a few responses to congestion (such as changing departure tame
or route) from the mdlvldual’s perspecnve Researchers such as Stern (1998) and Mahmassam 
Jou (1998) have studacd the real-tame or short-term reactaons of drivers to congestion

It J s relatively uncommon to analyze a large group of &sparate responses to increasing con-
gestaon (as a general phenomenon rather than an occurrence of a particular day) from the Inda-
vldual’s perspective, as we have done here However, Peng and Rajasekaran (1999) have taken 
approach samflar to ours Dowhng and Colman (1995) have analyzed mdivaduals’ responses 
hypothetacal decreases as well as increases an travel tames, but all the responses they considered
(changing schedule, mode, frequency, destmataon, chaining) were short-term and oriented 
specafic tnps rather than including some of the longer-term general strategaes (telecommutlng,
flextlme, relocataon) that we have considered here Marshall and Banister (2000) both present 
hst of pubhc policies for reducing travel and empmcally analyze the aggregate response to specific
apphcataons of some of those pohcles
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The rest of this paper is orgamzed as follows Section 2 describes the research context and data
used m this analysis Section 3 examines the role of previously adopted strategies m the current
consideration of strategies Sectmn 4 presents and analyzes models of consideration for each
strategy Section 5 assesses the contribution of commute-related variables to the models of Section
4. Section 6 summarizes the key findings and discusses the pohcy lmpheat~ons of the results

2. Description of the research context and data

The survey data used In this study were collected as part of an earlier study of the lndwldual’s
adoption of telecommutmg Mokhtarlan and Salomon (1994) presented a conceptual framework
for the adoption process, which IS generally applicable to the broad set of strategies consldered
here Variables Important to adoption were classified either as motivations (factors driving the
individual to want change), constraints (factors preventing the lndlwdual from adopting a change,
or reducing the probabdlty of doing so), and facilitators (factors making it easier for the Indi-
vidual to adopt a change) The same factor (such as cost) could be either a constraint or a 
cIhtator, depending on whether it IS present m a negative (e g, high cost) or posmve (low cost)
sense While both faclhtators and motavatmns are positively assocmted with the probablhty of
making a change, they differ conceptually In that the presence of facihtators (and absence of
constraints) alone is not sufficient to Induce a change, there must be an active desire to do so

Five types of motivations were identified as Important specifically to an ind~vldual’s consid-
eration of change work, family, leisure/independence, adeology, and travel Facilitators/con-
straints were classified as either Internal (psychosocIal) or external (demographic or other
characterlstms) In the present context, the same varmble can take on different roles for different
strategies For example, the "status car user" attitudinal factor would represent a motlvatmn for
considering the travel-maintaining Tier 1 strategms, but an Internal constraint on the consider-
atlon of the travel-reducing Tier 3 strategies "Technology constraints for home-based telecom-
mutang’" wouId be an external constraint on the home-based telecommutmg and home-based
business strategies, but acts as an external facilitator for the strategies of buying/leasing a better
car and compressed work week (see Tables 3 and 4, &scussed below)

Multiple measures of the motivations listed above and of Internal constraints were created by
factor-analyzing two sets of attitudmaI statements m the survey (see Mokhtanan & Salomon,
1997, for a more detailed dlscussmn of the factor analysas). One set of statements m pamcular was
oriented toward the advantages and d~sadvantages of telecommutmg We believe that these fac-
tors can be interpreted more broadly as measures of the basic mot~vatlon or constraint they
represent For example, telecommutang advantages loading hea,Jaly on the "’personal benefits"
factor included having more tame for oneself, expanding opportunmes to pursue further educa-
tion, having more independence, and saving money In this study, we interpret a high score on the
personal benefits factor as representing these manlfestatmns of the leisure/independence moti-
vation, a drive which could influence consideration of other strategies besides telecommuting
However, this use of varmbles developed for another purpose constitutes a larmtation of the
current data

Appendix A defines all explanatory variables found significant in any of the models These
variables include (1) scores on the attitudinal factors mentioned above, (2) behavioral indicators
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of motlvatlons and constraints (such as job suitability of telecommutmg, amount of overtime
work, how an extra hour would be spent), and (3) demographic measures The dependent vari-
ables were developed from a section of the survey dealing with "telecommutlng and other hfestyle
choices" For each of the strategies hsted In Table 1 (plus several others not analyzed here), re-
spondents were asked to indicate whether they had "already done th~s", had been "considering
this", or had "not seriously considered this" The respondents were not asked for the reasons (1 e,
transportation-related or otherwise) a given strategy was attracuve

For this study, we analyzed 513 cases from the original data set (comprising employees of the
City of San Diego, CA) that had complete data on the variables of current interest Key char-
actenstics of the entire data set have been published elsewhere Briefly summarizing characteristics
of the current sample 50 0% of the respondents are female, 37 1% have children hvmg at home,
59 8% have professmnal/techmcal occupations and 12 5% are managers, the median annual
household income category is US$ 55,000-74,999, and the median age category is 31-40 years
Hence, similar to the entire data set, this particular sample is dominated by relatively affluent
professional workers

3. The role of previous adoption in current consideration

As discussed m SecUon 1, prewous work conducted on this dataset determined that coping
strategies, In general, are adopted m an ordered pattern, from lower to successively higher cost
That ~s, an lndI’vldual who has adopted a low-cost option and still faces an unsatisfactory
condition is likely to consider other, progressively higher-cost options, to further reduce dis-
satisfaction tn this paper, we further analyze the relationships between past adoptmn and
current consideration, at the tmr level Specffically, we estimate binary loglt models of the
consideration of each of the six tiers shown m Table 1 The dependent varmble for the Tier y
model is equal to 1 if any alternative In Tier y is being consxdered, and zero otherwlse In
addition to a constant term, each model has six explanatory variables, where the variable for
Tier x IS defined as the number of strategies in Tier x pre,~1ously adopted by the respondent, for
x = 1,2, ,6 We note an passing that the adoption of the Tier 6 strategy of "qmt work" wall be
underrepresented m this sample of currently-employed individuals, although It will be considered
by some

Four types of dynamlc relationships are possible between past adoption and current consid-
eration" (1) given that lower-cost strategies have been adopted, the individual Is more hkely to
consider a higher-cost tier, (2) given that lower-cost strategies have been adopted, the indlwdual 
less hkely to consider a higher-cost tier, (3) given that higher-cost strategies have been adopted,
the mdivxduai IS more hkely to consider a lower-cost tier, and (4) given that higher-cost strategies
have been adopted, the Indiwdual is less likely to consider a lower-cost tier

Each of these relationships Is plausible In Situation 1, an individual has adopted strategies in
the lower-cost tiers and is progressing upward to higher-cost tiers - a reasonable process for
people who continue to be dissatisfied with their condmon In Situation 2, people who have
adopted lower-level strategxes are not considering a higher-cost uer, either because they are
currently m a satisfied state and are not considering addmonal options or because internal or
external constraints prohibit the consideration of that specific tmr
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In Situation 3, the individual has adopted a higher-cost tier and is now moving backwards to
consider a lower-cost tier In this case, people may be considering a lower her that was previously
skipped, or xt may be that the effects of the higher-cost change are depleted and people are starting
over at lower-cost tiers For example, an individual moves her job closer to home, but when the
costs of congestion keep rising she conslders changing her work mp departure time It may also be
that some other motivatmn or combination of motivations is now stimulating the cons~deration
for change As described m Mokhtarlan and Salomon (1994), there are many motivations (family,
work, travel, independence and lmsure, and Ideology) that may spur a change to occur if an
unsatisfactory condatlon exists It would be rare for an individual to be fully satisfied with all these
aspects of hfe

Another possible explanation for Situations 1 and 3 IS the conslderatmn of change for its own
sake - a novelty-seeking behavioral pattern In vaew of the transactxon costs entailed by many of
these strategies, however, this is not expected to be a major factor In Sltuatmn 4, an mdlwdual
has adopted a higher-order strategy and is less likely to go back and consider lower-cost strategies
This situation is similar to the second in that a person may be currently satisfied and hence not
contemplating a change

It is also necessary to analyze conslderatmn of a strategy m the same tier for whmh adoptmn
has already occurred To the extent that the adopted strategy Is a substltnte for other strategms m
the same tier. we would expect adoptmn of one strategy to reduce the probab~hty of considering
those other strategies. To the extent that the adopted strategy ~s complementary to the others, we
would expect a posmve relationship We expect strategles within Tiers 3 and 5 to be largely
(although not exclusively) substitutes For example, in Tier 3. adopting a compressed work week
may ehmmate the tier from further consideration If the other strategy, flextlme, is not simulta-
neously avallable to the mdlwduaI Similarly, m Tier 5, ff the individual has made a residential
relocatmn that brought home and work closer together, he is less hkely to consider a job relo-
cation that accomplishes the same thing However, in some cases, there may be a synergy among
strategies in the same tier, for example between buying a home computer and telecomnmtlng from
home in Tier 4

Table 2 presents the sign and level of slgmficance of each of the six "adopted" variables m the
six different models of consaderat~on The pnncapal diagonal of the matrix shows that the previous
adoption of a strategy m Tiers 1, 3, or 5 decreases the probaNhty of considering strategies m the
same tier At least the latter two results were expected, m view of the arguments above The

Table 2
Sxgns and slgmficance of "adopted" varlables in models of consideratmn of each tier (N = 513)~

Adopted Considering

Tmr 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tmr 4 Tier 5 Tier 6

Tier 1 Auto improvement
Tier 2 Departure tame + N/A ++ +++ ++ ++
Tier 3 Work schedule change ++ +
Tmr 4 Remote work +++ ++
Tier 5 Relocation + - +
Tier 6 Work/hfestyle change +

a+ or - slgmficant at P~< l, *+ or -- significant at P~< 05, +++ or --- slgmficant at P~< 01
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adoption of a strategy m Tiers 4 or 6 has no slgmficant effect on the probablhty of considering
strategies m the same tier This lS likely to be because strategies m each tier may be rather sub-
stitutes or complements, and hence impacts m both directions may cancel out across the sample
For example, m Tier 4, although buying a home computer and telecommutmg from home are
complementary as noted above, telecommutmg from home and tetecommutmg from a center are
generally substitutes In Tier 6, the work/hfestyle strategies listed may be considered elther sep-
arately or m combmatmn As for Tier 2, because it contained only one strategy, It was not ap-
propriate to test the effect of the "adopted Tier 2" variable in the model for conslderatlon of Tier 2
(as Indicated m Section 2, adoption and consideration of a single given strategy represented two
out of three mutually exclusive response options on the survey, so ~t was not possible to indicate
consldermg the same prewously adopted strategy)

In every case representing the ~mpact of the adoptmn of one tier on the consideration of a
dtfferent t~er (x e the off-dmgonal elements of Table 2), where the effect xs slgmficant it is positive
This condmon describes Cases 1 and 3 above - Cases 2 and 4 do not occur at all (I e, in a sta-
tistically s~gmficant way) in these data The most natural interpretation of this is that, m general,
the sample Is still m a dissatisfied state and searching ("high and low", so to speak) for solutions
The extent to whlch this result is generahzable across tlme and location is an open, and interesting,
question So also is the explanation of why the result appears, assuming it zs generahzable Are
people s~mply universally dissatisfied to some degree9 Were the adopted strategies never com-
pletely effective9 Or were they effecnve for a while but their potency declined as, for example.
congestion grew worse, the novelty wore off, or some other abrupt or gradual change occurred9
Unfortunately, the data analyzed here do not permit further exploratmn of these Issues We
speculate that a partial explanatmn of the results may be that, generally, people tend to expect
supply-side solutions to congestion, and hence are dissatisfied when apparently insufficient efforts
are made by the government to prowde those solutmns

It can also be observed that most of the slgmficant off-&agonat relationships (eight out of 12)
fall in the upper mangle of Table 2, meaning that Sltuatmn 1 dominates This is addmonal
corroboratmn of the sequential pattern of adoption (higher-cost t~ers tending to be adopted only
after lower-cost tiers have been) documented in Mokhtaraan et al (1997)

Three of the four Case 3 (1 e, lower-mangle) relationships are Immediately adjacent to the
&agonal, suggesting that respondents tend to cycle back just one tier after having adopted a
strategy m the next higher tier The most noteworthy Case 3 relatmnsh~p IS the strongly significant
posmve influence that adoption of a Tier 4 strategy has on the consideration of T~er 3 (the "+++"
falhng below the diagonal) Tier 3 (flexible work schedules) and Tier 4 (remote work) can be either
substitutes or complements In some ways, both types of strategies offer temporal flex~b~llty and
the opportunity to reduce peak-period commuting, and hence may be viewed as substitutes On
the other hand, those doing remote work may also want greater flexlblhty on the days when they
are not telecommutlng, meaning that the two strategies may be complementary In e~ther case, ~t ~s
plauslble that adoptmn of a remote work option would stimulate conslderatlon of flexible work
schedules - either to enhance the remote work if it ~s successful, or to replace ~t if ~t is not There is
also a posmve effect m the opposite direction (adoptmn of flexlble work schedules stimulates
consideration of remote work), presumably for similar reasons.

It is of additional interest that adoption of the Tier 2 strategy, "change work mp departure
t~me to avotd congestion", ~s (positively) s~gmficant to the consideratmn of all other t~ers This was
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the most commonly adopted indlvldual strategy of all, and this result may either reflect the low-
cost, short implementation time of the strategy, or the fact that the effectiveness of changing work
trip departure time is short-hved

4. Models of consideration of each strategy

Tables 3-6 present binary loglt models for the consideration of each individual strategy Each
dependent variable was defined as one if a respondent was consldenng that particular strategy and
as zero if not The independent variables were drawn from those descrlbed in Section 2 Some
experimentation with specification took place, to obtain "best" models which balanced Inter-
pretability with goodness-of-fit For economy of presentation, only the signs and significance
categories of the explanatory variables are shown (where the significance categories have the same
definitions as in Table 2). specific coefficient estimates and t-values are available from the cor-
responding author In the following paragraphs, we first make some observations about alI the
models together, then briefly discuss them tier by tier In Section 5, we analyze the coilectlve
contribution of commute-related variables to the models

4 10vervtew of the models

The p2 values for both the market share and final models for each strategy are presented at
the bottom of Tables 3-6 The proportion of total reformation explained by the models ranges
from 16 to 75, with models for "telecommute from a center" and "move home closer to job"
having the highest p2 and those for "compressed work week" and "buy~lease a better car"
having the lowest p2 In most cases where the model p2 lS greater than .50, the corresponding
market share p2 lS also very high, indicating heavily unbalanced shares (high proportions either
considering or not considering the alternatlve) The Incremental proportion of information
explained by the model varmbles (model p-~-market share p2) ranges from 03 to 20 Because
the p2 for many of the market share models was quite high, the models were also estimated
without the alternam, e specific constant to determine how much information is explained by
the substantive variables in the absence of a constant In all but three cases (for "move job
closer to home", "move home closer to job", and "retire/stop work"), the Incremental pro-
portion of reformation explained by the alternative-specific constant after all other variables
were included was less than 10 This confirms the importance of the substantive variables to
these models

In addmon to studying the separate effect of the "previously adopted" variables on consider-
atxon in the six-tier structure (as discussed in Section 3), they were also included in each model 
consideration for the mdwidual strategies As can be seen in Tables 3-6. the results are very
similar to those shown in Table 2, with any slgmficant relationship along the dmgonal being
negative, and any significant off-diagonal relationship being positive.

In examlmng the models for individual strategies within a single given tier, it is noteworthy that
they have relatively few variables m common, even though they have been grouped together as
being conceptually similar and of comparable cost Evidently, as suggested earlier, even similar
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Table 3
Conslderauon of strategms m Tier 1 (N = 513)

Explarmtory vanables Vanable t3,pe Tier 1

A (buy B (acqmre C (buy/lease
car stereo) cell phone) a bettel car)

~/go r k

D~sabdtty/parental leave factor
Workahohc factor
Management vlslNhty factor
Job sultaNhty for center-based
telecommutmg
Locatmn independence of job
Technology constraints for
home-based telecommutmg
Unaware of telecommutmg
Workplace mteractmn factor

Famtly
Children less than 6 years
Children 6-15 years and temale
Female

Travel
Status car user factor
Commute stress factor
Propomon of commute spent
driving alone

Independence and lelaure
Personal benefits factor
Would spend an extra hour on self

Ideology
Would spend an extra hour on a
cause

Motlvatlon +

Motlvat~on
External facflxtator +
External constraint

External faclhtator
External faclhtator

External facilitator
Internal constramt

Motl’~ atlon
Motwatmn
External constraint

++

++

+

+

++

++

Motivation +++ ++ +++
Motlvatmn ++
External faclhtator + ++ +

+++ +++Motivation
Motwatlon

Motlvatmn

Socto-demographzc factors
Annual household income Socm-demographm
One-adult household Socm-demographlc

Number of st~ ategws prevtously adopted m
Tier 1
Tier 2
Market share p2
p2 = 1 - ILL(model)ILL(0)]
AdJusted p2 = 1 - [LL(modeI) - K]/LL(0)
p2 (wathout aiternatwe-specffic constant)

+

+++

+

51 28 13
65 37 22
62 34 20
60 27 21

strategms can be influenced by different factors an the declsmn making process However, the same
general categories of explanatory varmbles (representing various motwatmns and constraints)
tend to appear m most models
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Table 4
Consideration of strategies m Tiers 2 and 3 (N = 513)

151

Explanatory variables Variable type Tier 2 Tier 3

E (change J (flexUme) K (complessed
departure time) work week)

Work
Workaholic factor
Work a conventional schedule
Location independence of job
Technology constraints for
home-based telecommutmg
Office dlscxphne factor
Lack of dlsclphne factor

Faintly
Chltdren less than 6 years old

Travel
Status car user factor

Independence and leisure
Personal benefits factor
Control factor

Socw-demographw factors"

Motivation ++ ++ ~-+
Externat faclhtator +++ +
Externai facilitator + ++
External faclhtator +++

Internal facdltator
[nternal faclhtator

Motivation ++

Internal constraint

Motivation
Motivation

One-adult household Socto-demographlc ++
Age Soclo-demographlc --

Number of strategws prevtously adopted m
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4
Tier 5
Market share p2 63
p2 67
AdJusted p2 65
p2 (without alternat~ve-speclfiC constant) 66

+++

+++ +++

+ +

+ +++
++
29 09
49 16
46 14
46 13

4 2 Models for Twr 1 (auto unprovement) strategws

T~er 1 contains three low-cost, travel-maintaining strategies, buy a car stereo system, acquire a
cellular phone, and buy/lease a better car The status car user variable, a travel monvatlon, was
strongly significant m all three models of this tier (P-values ~< 01 in two cases and ~< 05 in the
other) The posmve sign of the coefficient for this variable indicates that the more lndlwduals
value their car as a status symbol, the more likely they are to consider the travel-maintaining
strategies of Tier 1 Addltmnally, another variable, indicating the proportion of comrnute trips
spent dnwng alone, was slgmficant for all the strategies of th~s tier, and only for these strategies
The higher the share of drive-alone commuting, the more hkely the Individual is to consider these
travel-malntamlng strategtes Both these results, specific to this tier, seem to reflect an enjoyment
of dnwng (Salomon & Mokhtanan, 1998, Mokhtanan & Salomon, forthcoming)
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Table 6
Conslderat:on of strateg:es m Tmr 6 (N = 513)

Explanatory vanables Variable type T:er 6

T (go full-time
to part-time)

V (start/enhance
a home business)

W (retire/
stop work)

Work
Location independence of job
Technology constraints for
home-based telecommutmg
Unaware of telecommutmg
Profess:onat occupation
Office dasc:pllne factor
Household interaction a concern
for home-based telecommuters
Workplace Interaction factor

Famffy
Children less than 6 years old
Ch:ldren between 6 and I5 years
old
Children less than 6 years and
female

Travel
Commute stress factor

Independence and lezsure
Personal benefits factor
Control factor

Ideology
Would spend an extra hour on a
cause

External facfl:tator +
External constraint --

External fac:lltator +
External constraint -
Internal faclhtator
Internal faclhtator +

Internal constraint --

Motivation
External constraint

Motivation +++

Mot~vatlon +++

MoUvat~on
Mot~vataon

+++ +++ ++

MoUvatlon ++

+++

Soczo-demographze factors
Vehicle avaflablht~ Socm-demographtc +++ ++ ++
Age Soclo-demographlc ++ - +++

Number of strategws prewously adopted m
Tmr 2 ++ ++
Tmr 3 +
Tmr 5 ++
Tmr 6 ....
Market share p2 56 29 46
p2 63 38 61
Adjusted p2 61 35 58
p2 (w:thout alternatlve-specffic constant) 56 32 46

Those cons:dermg buying a car stereo system tended to be from e:ther single-adult house-
holds or from households containing children less than 6 years of age This seems reason-
able g:ven the benefits of a car stereo when dnwng rather alone or w~th small chtldren
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Addmonally. those considering buying a car stereo were more hkely to have higher levels of
commute stress

AnnuaI household income and the des:re to spend an extra hour per week on a "cause" (such as
environment, chanty, or rehglon) were posltwely associated wath the consideration of acqumng 
cellular phone Those considering a cell phone also tended to score hagh on the workaholic factor
(meaning that they tended to agree w:th statements such as "I am pretty much a workahohc" and
"I would hke to spend more time on work") and place lower emphasas on the soc:al and pro-
fessaonal anteractlon of the workplace, and were less likely to be female At the tlme the data were
collected for th:s study (1990), cellular phones were not m widespread use, so their adoption 
higher-income and male respondents (who would be more hkely to have the executwe and sales
posmons held by many early adopters) is not surprising One of the benefits of a cellular phone :s
the ability to conduct work while away from the office, which explains the connection to work-
ahohcs and the lack of emphas~s on workplace lnteractmn S:mflarly, the assocmtlon of th~s
strategy with the desire to spend time on a cause ~s natural, gwen the usefulness of a cellular phone
m coordxnatang volunteer actwat:es while traveling and integrating these actwmes into a complex
lifestyle

4 3 MCodelfor the Tier 2 (departure tm~e) strategy

Tier 2 contains solely the short-term, low- to moderate-cost strategy, change work mp de-
parture time to avoid congestion S~x varmbles were sagmficant for the model of cons~deratlon for
th~s strategy Three of these were work-related variables that indicated that the more hkely an
mdmdual ~s to be a workahohc, work a conventmnal schedule, and/or value working at the mare
office, the more hkely he or she would be to consider changing work trip departure t:me The last
three sxgmficant variables indicated that respondents cons~denng thas strategy are less hkely to see
themselves as having control over their laves and are more likely to hve In stogie-adult households
and to be younger The survey questaon for this strategy dad not specify whether the considered
change in work trap departure time was earher or later. It is qmte plausible, therefore, that work-
driven, young, single adults would consider changing their work trip departure time, especmlly if
at prowdes more time overall at the workplace We expected, but did not find any, s:gmficant
family-related variables that would have reflected the benefits of changing work mp departure
tame to working-parent households

4 4 Models for Tter 3 (work schedule change) strategws

Tier 3 contains two strateg:es related to making work schedule changes adopt flextlme and
adopt a compressed work week Explanatory variables for this tier are don?anated by work-related
motwatmns and facilitators. The workahohc factor and job locat:on independence varmbles were
posmvely slgmficant to both strateg:es. Working a conventxonal schedule, technology constraints
for home-based telecommutmg and the lack of dlscxphne factor were also significant variables As
would be expected, the current working conditions and att:tudes of xndl~:duals were ~mportant
indicators or motivations for cons:derang work schedule changes

The personal benefits factor was also strongly slgmficant (P-value ~< 01) for both strategies 
this tier, whach is to be expected Somewhat unexpected, however, is that only one family-related
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motivation (presence of children less than 6 years) was significant, and no SOClo-demographlc
factors were significant It is hkely that the advantages of changing one’s work schedule - more
time for family or self- are represented by the personal benefits factor

4 5 iVlodels for Tzer 4 (remote work) strategtes

Tier 4 contains four strategies related to working remotely buy a home computer to be used for
work, buy other eqmpment/servlces to support work from home, telecommute from home, and
telecommute from a local work center These are moderate- to high-cost, medium-term, travel-
reducing strategies Like the models for the work schedule change strategies of Tmr 3, the models
for Tier 4 also contain a large number of work-related variables These variables reflect the at-
titudes and current working condmons of respondents, but also reflect some constraints on
working remotely, such as being m a clerical position or the loss of discipline and social/profes-
sional interactlon provided by the work place

Females were more likely than males to consider the strategies of "buying a home computer"
and "buying other equipment/services" to work from home Addmonally, the presence of young
children was a very slgmficant variable (P ~< 01) for the "buy a home computer" strategy Both
these results indicate that family motlvatmns play a role in the conslderatmn of these remote work
strategies

The variable indicating the desire to spend an extra hour on a cause was the most slgmficant for
the "telecommute from home" strategy Telecornmutmg may give these respondents more t~me
and flexiblhty to spend on a cause The commute stress factor and commute tmae were slgmficant
to the consideration of telecommutmg from a center and from home, respectively The contri-
bution of the commute varmbles ~s discussed in greater detail m Section 5

It is natural to look for similarities between the model for strategy "O", telecommuting from
home, and telecommutmg models prewously estimated on the same dataset In particular, one
might expect the model for the preference of home-based telecommutlng (Mokhtarlan & Salo~
mon, 1997) to resemble the current model for the consideration of home-based telecommutlng
This does not turn out to be the case, due to &fferences m the definmon of consideration and
preference (which were based on different questions in the survey) In pamcular, those who are
already telecommutmg are classified among the "preferring telecommutIng" group m the earher
study, but in the "not considering telecommutIng" group in the current study Hence, a direct
comparison of the two models cannot be made, and m fact, except for variables related to stress
and commute time the models are different, albeit both interpretable

4 6 ModelsJor Twr 5 (relocatzon) strategzes

T~er 5 contains two high-cost, long-term relocation strategies change to a new job closer to
home, and move one’s home closer to the job However, although these two strategies are bundled
together based on their sImiIar implementation time and cost, their slmllar travel reductmn effect,
and the fact that both involve relocatmn, they are m fact very different Resldentml relocation is
generally a much costher change, revolving significant impacts on all household members This is
especially true for two-worker households,
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Hence, it IS not surprising that although each of these models has six slgmficant varlables, only
one IS common to both strategies Those individuals considering moving their job closer to their
home are more hkely to lack manager support for telecommutlng, work in clerical occupations,
have a slgnlficant amount of commute stress, and lack control in their hves These findings are
consistent with previous studies (Madden, 1981. Semyonov & Lewln-EpsteIn, 1991) linking
gender differences in commute length (women’s being shorter on average) to occupatlonat and
income dIsparmes On the other hand. individuals considering moving their home closer to their
job are more hkely to be under stress, work a conventional schedule, enjoy the benefits of their
commute, and have lower household income One possible factor in both sets of results is that
other options (e g, telecommutmg for the clerical workers considering job relocation, and flex-
time/work schedule changes for those conventional-schedule workers considering residential
relocation) may not be open to individuals or desired by them

4 7 ?¢[odels for Tter 6 (work/hfestyle change strategte~)

Tier 6 contains three high-cost, long-term strategies related to making major work or hfestyle
changes, work part-time instead of full-t~me, start/enhance a home-based business, and retire or
stop working by choice All the models in this tier had three sigmficant vanabtes in common
having a professional occupation (negatively associated), recelwng personal benefits, and having 
high "vehicle avallablhty It is plausible that those in professional occupatlons are less hkely than
those in lower-income clerical occupations to consider switching to part-time work, and less likely
than those m more senior managerial occupations to consider retmng or qmttmg work It m/~y
also be that m two-income households, the individual with the lower-income (non-professional)
job is more likely to consider altering or stopping work, or working from home Mokhtarlan et al
(I997) found that females m two-adult households with children were 1 4 times as likely as males
m the same group to consider the strategies of this tier The slgmficance of the personal benefits
factor (and the corresponding significance of several family-, travel-, independence and leisure-,
and ideology-related variables) demonstrates the benefits of these strategies and their variety
Cross-tabulations indicate that the vehicle availability variable IS at least in part acting as an
indicator for higher age

Work-related motlvauon variables are conspicuously absent from the models In this tier That
is not surprising for strategies "T" and "W", which revolve hmmng or ehminating work alto-
gether, and even strategy °’V’" can suggest adjusting or red~rectlng work-related energy

Individuals considering going from full-time to part-time work were less hkely to value
workplace interaction, more likely to be female and have young children, and more likely to be
older This suggests that a strong family motivation is in effect for many of these individuals

Those considering starting or enhancing a home-based business were more likely to have in-
dicated wanting to allocate an extra hour to a cause they beheve m It may be that small-business
owners are more revolved m the community and/or more likely to be asked to participate m
"charitable" events, or that starting/enhancing a home-based business Is one wa~y to "buy" the
flex~blhty to work on deslred causes The home-based business may actually relate to the cause -
combining Ideological interests with earning income

Those contemplating retmng or quitting work tended to have lower scores on the "control"
factor This means that they tended to agree with survey statements that it was hard to be fully
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productive in the workplace, that work and family don’t leave enough time for themselves, and
that they often don’t feel in control of the:r lives These are all reasonable causes for considering
this strategy

5. The role of commute-related factors in considering each strategy

Since the strateg:es analyzed here were all selected on the basis of being potential responses to a
congested commute, it is plausible to expect individuals’ commute characteristics to be significant
to some degree to their consideration of these strategies On the other hand, as acknowledged
earher, most of these strategies can also be adopted for reasons having nothing to do with con-
gestlon From a transportation policy standpoint, tt is of interest to assess the extent to which
consideration of each strategy is a function of congestion

In this section, we examine the contribution of three variables to the consideration of each
strategy the "objective" (although still self-reported and hence subjective in that sense) measure
of commute time, and the subjective factor scores for commute stress and commute benefit Two
other travel-related variables, the status car user factor score and the propomon of commute trips
driven alone, were considered to be indicators of an underlying propensity to drive a car more
than functions of congestion, and hence were not included with the three variables listed above
Also, the objective variables commute speed and commute dlstance were tested for inclusion in
each model and would have been Included with the other three, but were never found to be
slgmficant

As can be seen by reviewing Tables 3-6, only seven of the 15 strategies even had any of these
commute variables significant to their consideration "’buy a car stereo system", "’buy other
equipment/services to help me work from home", "telecommute from home", "telecommute from
a local work center", "change to a new job closer to my current residence", "move my home
closer to the job I have now", and "start/enhance a home-based business" It is striking that, with
the logical exception of strategy "’A", "buy a car stereo system", these are the higher-cost
strategies of Tiers 4, 5, and 6. This suggests that commute characteristics do not play a strong role
in the consideration of the lower-cost strategies of Tiers 1, 2, and 3 As an individual’s commute
characteristics worsen, or as previously adopted strategies do not sufficiently amehorate the im-
pacts of a congested commute, the commute variables seem to play a stronger role m the decision-
making process

It is noteworthy that, even for the Tier 2 strategy, "change work trap departure time to avoid
congestion", no congestmn-related variables were significant, while the variables that were slg-
mficant (predominantly work-related) accounted for 67% of the information in the data This
suggests that, despite the deliberately-worded description of the strategy, and the presence of
another strategy (not analyzed here) described as "change work trip departure time for personal
reasons", respondents may have not read the question carefully It may also be that congestion-
and work-related reasons for considering this strategy are heavily confounded and hence difficult
to identify separately in a behavioral model

The contribution of these three commute variables to the consideration of each strategy (for
which they were significant) was quantified through their stepwlse inclusion (as a block) in each
model m the forward direction and stepwlse (block) exclusion in the backward direction, with the
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results shown m Table 7 In the backward dlrectlon, the p2 for a full model (including the
commute varmbles, col 5) was compared to that for a reduced model (mthout the commute
variables, col. 4) In the forward dwectmn, JUSt the commute variables were added to the market
share model (cols 3 and 2, respectively) The differences between the hagher and lower p2s m the
two methods result m upper and lower bounds on the proportion of total reformation explained
by the commute variables A priori, we expected the backward stepwlse approach (shown 
bold m cols 6 and 7) to provide the lower bound (since the variables remamang after the ex-
clusaon of the commute measures could be somewhat correlated wtth the excluded variables and
hence assume some of the explanatory power of those variables) and the forward stepwase
approach (shown an atahcs) to provide the upper bound (since having only the commute van-
ables m the model should allow them to carry some of the explanatory power of excluded
variables with which they are correlated) However, that was true m only four of the seven
cases

Column 6 of Table 7 expresses the range of the contrabutlon of the commute varaables in terms
of the percentage of total mformatmn in the data (using the anformatlon-theoretac anterpretatmn
of p2 gwen by Hauser, 1978) Column 7 expresses the same range as a percentage of the total
mformanon explained by each model, obtained b:y dawdmg each number an col 6 by the corre-
sponding p2 for the full model (cot 5) The results mdacate that the strongest contribution of the
commute variables was to the "move job closer to home" strategy, explaining a maximum of
10 6% of the model’s mformataon Commute variables contributed at most 6 3% of the model’s
mformataon for the "start or expand a home business" strategy, and at most 4% for the two
telecommutmg strategaes It as noteworthy that commute variables contrabuted less than 1% of the
model’s mformataon for the cons~deratmn of mo~,mg home closer to work Thas Is consistent wath
the findangs of some researchers (e g, Gluhano, 1989, Raux & Andan, [997) that, contrar? 
classacal economac locataon theory, travel-related issues play at best a small role m restdentaal
[ocatmn decisions today

6. Summary and conclusions

This study presents empmcat evidence supporting a previously developed conceptual structure
(Salomon & Mokhtanan, 1997), an whach a h~erarchy of user-level strategies for coping with
congestmn was identafied There as ewdence that mdavlduals tend to progress from lower-cost,
short-term strategies to hagher-cost, longer-term ones as dassahsfactmn persists or recurs There as
also a weaker tendency to cycle back to lower-cost strategies, although generally just one taer
lower than a prevmusly adopted strategy

Binary loglt models of the cons~derataon of each of 15 congestxon-response strategies were
estimated, as a functmn of work-, famdy-, leasure-, and travel-related attitudes among other
explanatory variables p2 goodness-of-fit measures for these models ranged from 16 to 75
Strategaes m the same taer had few specific explanatory varmbles an common, suggesting that,
even though they may be surnlar m cost and m transportatmn-related outcomes, they are
anfluenced by dtfferent factors m the mdawdual’s choace process However, the same categories
of variables (representing various motlvatmns and constraants) tended to appear an each
model
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Analysas of the contribution of commute-related variables (including distance, time, stress, and
benefit) to the consideration of each strategy found that contribution to be significant in fewer
than half of the cases (seven out of 15 strategies) With only one exception, the strategies for which
commute variables were significant fell into the higher-cost Tiers 4, 5, and 6, indicating that
commute considerations do not play a major role an the conslderataon of the lower-cost strategies
of the first three tiers Commute variables never contributed more than 11% of a model’s
explanatory power, and generally much less.

It is Important to reahze, however, that the Impact of even non-transportation variables can be
transportation-based For example, the significance of the personal benefits factor to the con-
sideratlon of changing departure time may be due to the increased time for oneself that results
from reducing tame m congested traffic Thus, the quantitative contrabutlon of the overtly com-
mute-related variables to the consideration of each strategy is only a lower bound on the extent of
transportation-based causes for that consideration.

Nevertheless, as stressed throughout this paper, individuals adopt and consider the strategaes
studied here for many reasons other than congestion relief, although (by design) all the strategies
examined in this study have transportataon impacts In reality, transportation-related motavatmns
for considering an option may be intertwined In complex ways wath non-transportation reasons
For example, an individual may take a job that reduces the commute length m order to alleviate
commute stress, but part of that stress may be due to the fact that the longer commute had been
robbing the family of time together Is the motlvataon for the Job change travel-based, or family-
based9 Both, obviously

An important impllcat~on of these findings is that policies designed to change transportation
behavior may be less powerful than expected, because reactions are filtered through a variety of
other motivations and constraints An improved understanding of the response to these policies
must acknowledge and incorporate the complexity of the choice situation facing the typical in-
dividual in modern society

On the other hand, the conclusions of this study are limited by the avmlable data, which were
originally collected for another purpose It would be desirable to collect new data tailored spe-
cifically to the study of indiwduals’ congestion response strategies The current study has Identified
several important Improvements that should be made to the data collection instrument First, the
respondent should be allowed to lndacate consIderang a strategy that has prevaously been adopted
Second, the time since the most recent adopUon of each strategy should be obtained, which as
important to understanding the dynanuc of a reduction in dissatisfaction upon adopting a strategy,
followed by an increase m dissatisfaction over time as the effects of the previous adoption are at-
tenuated Third, respondents should be explicitly asked to indicate the reason(s) for adopting 
considering a strategy (personal, family-related, work-related, reducing or easing travel, or other),
which will identify the extent to which they perceive a given strategy to address travel-related
problems Finally, the set of strategies should be refined and expanded For example, in addition to
"move home closer to work", the respondent should be able to indicate "move home farther from
work", and similarly for "change to a new job closer to home" One strategy which was not an-
alyzed here due to its ambagmty, "change means of travel to work", should be dmded into two
strategies "change from driving alone to work, to some other means" and "change from another
means of getting to work, to driwng alone". The collection and analysis of new data atong these
lanes can be expected to offer addmonal insight into the Individual’s response to congestion
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Appendix A

Table A1
Definitions of significant vataables

Explanatory variable Vataable type Definmon

Work
D1sablhty/parental leave
factor

Workahohc factor

Motivation

Motivation

Stress factor Mot~vatlon

Overtame

Would spend an extra hour on
work
Management vlmbihty factor

Job smtablhty for
center-based telecommutmg
Wolk a conventmnal schedule

Locataon independence of job

Lack of manager support for
home-based telecommutmg
Technology constraints for
home-based telecommutmg

Unaware of telecommutlng

Motlvat~on

Motivation

External facthtator

External constraint

External faclhtator

External facilitator

External facilitator

External faclhtator
(strategies C, K),
constraint (strategy V)
External faclhtator

Telecommutlng-onented factor score based on the
advantages of being able to ~ ork while temporarily
or permanently d~sabled, or instead of takang
parental leave
General factor score based on statements such as "I
am pretty much a workaholac" and "I would hke to
spend more t~me on work"
Telecommutmg-onented factor score based on
advantages such as reducing the stress of
commuting, getting more work done. reducing
office stress, and having more control over one’s
physical working environment
Number of hours of ovemme worked m a
two-week petaod
Binary vataable equal to one ff answered ’°work" to
a question of ho~ an extra hour would be spent
Telecommutmg-onented factor score based mainly
on the disadvantages of concern about
opportunmes for career advancement and the task
of being wewed negatively by management
Binary variable equal to one if job perrmts
telecommutlng from a center at all
Binary variable equal to one ff respondent works
721--8 h a day, wath a start tame between 8 and 9
AM
Index taking on a higher value the more time
respondent spends in working alone or wath others
remotely
Binary varmble equal to one ff manager would not
allow telecommutmg from home
Number of 1terns (out of 7) needed before
respondent could work from home effectl~ely

Binary vanable equal to one ff respondent had
never heard of telecommutmg before recewmg the
survey or never thought about it before
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Table A1 (Continued)

Explanatory variable Valaable type Defimtlon

Clencal occupation

Professional occupation

Office &sclphne factor

Lack of discipline factor

Household interaction a
concern for home-based
telecommuters
Workplace interaction factor

Family
Family factor

Children less than 6 years old

Children between 6 and 15
years old
Children less than 6 and
female

Children 6-15 years old and
female

Female

Traz, el
Status car user factor

Commute stress factor

External constraint
(strategy O), facilitator
(strategy Q)
External constraint

Internal facilitator
(strategies E, W),
constraint (strategies
N, O)

Internal facilitator
(strategies K O),
constraint (strateD Q)

Internal facilitator

Internal constraint

Motivation

Motivation

External constraint

Motivation

Motivation

External constraint
(strategy B), facilitator
(strategies M, N)

Motivation (strategies
A, B C), internal
constraint (strategy K)

Motivation

Bmal2¢ variable equal to one if respondent’s
occupation was clerical/administrative support

Binary variable equal to one if respondent’s
occupation was professional/technical
Telecommutmg-onented factor score based on the
disadvantages that it is "harder to get motivated to
work, away from the main office’, "it’s too much
trouble to remember what to take back and forth
between work locations", and "the main office is
racer/better equipped"
General factor score based on statements such as "I
have to admit that I m not very setf-dlsclphned"
and (negatively loading) ’Tm basically a pretty
organized person"
Binary variable equal to one if respondent indicated
that distractions from other household members
would be a concern if working from home
Telecommutlng-onented factor score based on the
disadvantages of preferring the social and
professional interaction of the conventional
workplace

Telecommutmg-orlented factor score based on the
advantages of being able to work instead of taking
parental leave, making at easier to handle
dependent care, and being able to spend more time
with family
Binary variable equal to one ff there are any
children less than 6 years old laving at home
Bmary variable equal to one If there are any
children 6-15 years old living at home
Binary variable equal to one ff there are any
children less than 6 years old hying at home and the
respondent is female
Binary variable equal to one tf there are any
chldren 6-15 years old hwng at home and the
respondent is female
Binary variable equal to one ff respondent is female

General factor score based on statements that
"I have to adrmt that, for me, a car IS a status symbol"
and (loading negatively) "to me, a car
is nothing more than a convement way to get around"
General factor score based on statements such as
"my commute as a big hassIe" and ’Td usually
rather ha,re someone else do the driving"
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Table A1 (Continued)

Explanatory variable Vanable type Definmon

Commute time
Commute benefits factor

Proportion of commute spent
driving alone

Independence and lezsure
Personal benefits factor

Motivation
Internal facilitator

External faclhtator

Motivation

Control factor Motivation

Internal control factor

Would spend an extra hour on
self

Ideology
Would spend an extra hour on
a causc

Soczo-demographtc factors
Annual household income

Vehicle avallablhty

One-adult household

Age

Motivation

Motivation

Motivation

Soclo-demographlc

Soclo-demographic

Socm-demogl aphlc

Soclo-demographlc

Round-trip commute time m minutes
Telecommutmg-onented factor score based on
disadvantages such as "my commute trip is a useful
transition between home and work", "I use my
commute tmle productively", "my commute trip
allows me to do errands on the way to or from
work", and "working at home may increase thmlly
conflicts"
Propomon of commute trips that are drive alone
(multlmodal traps are classified based on the mode
used for the longest distance)

Telecommutmg-onented factor scole based on
advantages such as having more independence,
making ~t easier to pursue educatmnal or
personal interests, increasing flexlNhty, having
more t~me for oneself, saving money, increasing
control over the work environment, and reducing
office stress
General factor score based on statements such as "I
often feel like r don’t have much control over m:y
llfe", "it’s hard to be fully productive in the place
where I work" and "work and family do not lea~e
me enough time for myself" Factor was reversed so
that hlgh scores sagnlf2¢ a high degree of control
General factor score based on attributes such as
"my family and friends are mine important to me
than my work .... I’m basically a pretty orgamzed
person", "I generally try to spend some time each
week just on myself’, and "I am generally satisfied
with my life"
Binary variable equal to one if answered
"myself’ to a question of how an extra hour would
be spent

Binary variable equal to one if answered "a ’cause’
I beheve in (such as enwronment, charity religion)"
to a question of how an extra hour would be spent

Ordinal variable with five categories (less than US$
35,000 to US$ 95,000 or more) representing annual
household income before taxes
Binary variable equal to one if vehicles per licensed
driver is less than i
Binary vanable equal to one if respondent is the
only adult in the household
Ordinal variable with six categories (20 or younger
to over 60)
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